Abstract. An exposure guided background subtraction (EGBS) model is proposed for smart cameras to handle illumination change due to auto-exposure in visual surveillance. To reduce false foreground pixels caused by auto-exposure, EGBS compensates background illumination directly utilizing the information generated by auto-exposure module without extra illumination change estimation. Hence, it is very preferable for smart camera without any extra hardware resources. Experimental results indicate the proposed model efficiently reduces false foreground pixels caused by auto-exposure.
Introduction
Background subtraction is one of the most widely used techniques to segment moving objects for static cameras in visual surveillance system. Many useful background subtraction methods such as mixture of Gaussian (MoG) [1] , codebook and Vibe [2] have been proposed. However, most of them can't cope with fast illumination change [3] [4] [5] caused by light change or auto-exposure. In visual surveillance application, almost every surveillance camera supports auto-exposure to adapt to different illuminations. For example, in indoor visual surveillance, auto-exposure frequently occurs due to object moving while the background scene illumination doesn't change. When auto-exposure occurs, both the fixed background pixels and moving object pixels are all detected as foreground pixels.
In order to handle the fast illumination change, some illumination invariant features such as gradient or edge are used for background modeling. Gradient information is most discriminating at the boundaries of the objects, but does not provide a clear difference for large, untested objects (e.g. a white bus on the road surface). Furthermore, gradient information used for pixel-based background subtraction is highly unreliable when camera moves (such as shaking). Another way to handle illumination change is background illumination compensation, which considers the illumination compensation as an inverse problem. They [6] [7] first estimate the illumination change and then compensate the background illumination. However, these algorithms require high estimation accuracy and high computational cost to estimate the illumination change. Therefore, these methods are not suitable for smart cameras because of the limited resources, such as energy, processing power (egg: battery-powered camera) and memory in the cameras [8] .
Proposed method
In this paper, we propose a method that does not need to estimate the illumination change, and we get this information from the source of imaging sensor. Thanks to the advances in silicon manufacturing technology, intelligent analysis and ISP (image signal processor, which integrates an auto-exposure module) can be integrated into a single chip for smart cameras ( Fig.1.a) . This integration provides a novel way to handle illumination change caused by auto-exposure. We can utilize the information generated by auto-exposure model of ISP to guide background illumination compensation ( Fig.1.b) . We propose an exposure guided background subtraction algorithm based on MoG. It directly uses exposure information to guide the MoG background model precisely updating before background subtraction, reducing the false foreground pixels in background. Benefiting from using the hardware information in camera, the proposed method doesn't need any extra hardware resources to estimate illumination change, so it is suitable for resource limited smart cameras. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort exploring utilizing the front-end device information (such as image signal processor, ISP) to improve intelligent analysis performance in smart cameras. 
Exposure guided MoG background modelling
In typical video cameras, the auto-exposure module of ISP adjusts image brightness with brightness change ratio R. And R is calculated as equation (1) . The changed background illumination can be precisely compensated by utilizing R.
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(1) Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) is a commonly used background subtraction method in visual surveillance since it can cope with periodic disturbances (swaying vegetation or flowing water). However, it can't cope with fast illumination change caused by auto-exposure. So we choose MoG as the baseline method and handle the fast illumination change caused by auto-exposure by utilizing the exposure information of camera.
The MoG method models background pixel's value distribution using K-Gaussians, and describe the probability of observing a pixel value t X at time t as (2). K is the number of Gaussians, which is set to be 3 in our experiment. , 
At time t, when an object moves and changes the average brightness of current frame (in Fig.2.b 
Since K-Gaussian mixture model is linear, so when auto-exposure occurs, the probability of observing a pixel value ' t X at time t can be described as (7). , i t Σ Is equivalent to i σ , since we assume that each color channel of RGB is independent?
, ,
The following steps to classify the pixels to foreground or background are like MoG.
Experiment and results
We designed a smart camera which is an embedded system based on FPGA to evaluate our proposed method EGBS. We capture 10 test videos in indoor surveillance; Fig.2 illustrates one of these video pictures, and the foreground detection results are also shown in Fig.2 . The quantization performance indicators of 10 test videos are shown in Table 1 . We can conclude that, compared with the MoG method, the proposed method improves segmentation performance with a higher F-score against auto-exposure from the experiments. 
Discussions
Directly using the exposure information to guide background model illumination compensation is an effective method to handle illumination change caused by auto-exposure. It's a light-weight and efficient method with less computational cost. And it is suitable for smart cameras. In the future work, we will extensively explore the combination of ISP and intelligent analysis algorithms to enhance the smart camera performance with less resource consumption.
